CHAPTER IV
CLOSING

A. CONCLUSIÓN

From the exposure in the various chapters above, the writer can conclude.

1. The form of GPK's action to fight for its existence and political identity in Yogyakarta society includes several issues. Starting from politics, economic sources to religious issues. In the political area they are always active when the government conducts elections, both five-yearly elections in which there is a legislative election (pileg), elections of the Yogyakarta Regional Head (Pilkada), or the Presidential Election (Presidential Election). Then on economic issues they are involved and can manage some of the economic resources that exist in the area of Yogyakarta, such as the management of parking lots, sekaten booths, security services. On religious issues they are also actively involved such as the parade takbiran, anti-syi'ah movement, sweeping place immoral.

2. The Gpk Elite figure is powerful for influencing the GPK cadres to join GPK members, Syukri Fadholi as a GPK elder member has a strong influence in making any policy in GPK body, Mohammed fuad as a respected figure among young people has a strong influence in religion that resulted in many young people who joined the GPK, and Muhammad Fuad has always been relied upon to take care of bureaucratic or government-related matters, Deni as Chairman of GPK has a duty to strengthen the internal GPK, while Rubi has a duty to keep the parking lot ngabean.

3. The GPK manners in the Yogyakarta mayoral election is to support Haryadi Suyuti-Heroe Poewardi. This instruction is done directly by the elder member of GPK Syukri Fadholi via broadcast Whatshaap. This support occurs because of the patronage between the elite Gpk and political elites in the arrangement of the area in Yogyakarta.

4. GPK Yogyakarta and Muhammadiyah in Yogyakarta can not be released because most of the GPK cadres are young cadres of Muhammadiyah. The
founder of GPK is a cadre of Muhammadiyah. Even the GPK Yogyakarta has branch in the senior high school Muhammadiyah 1 Yogyakarta.

B. SUGGESTION

In the closing chapter of the researcher write suggestions that are some of the untapped side of the study, among others

1. Being a guide to doing more in-depth research, especially on actions for the existence and political identity of the militia that have an impact on the existing system in the local society.

2. The sections or sides untouched by this study, such as the factors that gave rise to the tendency of the paramilitary troops to carry out this political action can be traced more deeply, So that the next researcher will find the socio-political reality that can be a new theory in scientific studies.